D. MUÑOZ RELEASES DEBUT EP MOMENTS TODAY
WATCH NEW “DRINK” MUSIC VIDEO HERE

(Los Angeles, CA – January 10, 2020) – After independently amassing millions of streams and a loyal
fanbase, 19-year-old singer, songwriter, and New Jersey phenomenon D. Muñoz ignites 2020 with his
major label debut MOMENTS EP.
Get it HERE via Triangle Offense/Epic Records.
To celebrate the EP’s arrival, he also reveals the music video for the opening tune “Drink.” In the clip, he
dreams of romancing a gorgeous love interest everywhere from the club to a one-on-one
shopping date before waking up. The bass and drums reverberate next to his slick falsetto as he
promises, “Drinks on me.”
Watch it HERE.
He initially teased the new project with viral single “Typa Luv” last month, which amassed over 300K
streams and views in just a few weeks’ time and amped up excitement. Featuring production by Jorgen
Odegard [P!nk, Imagine Dragons], the six-track MOMENTS showcases Muñoz’s dynamic and diverse
style as it fuses pop, R&B, and Latin.
Elsewhere on MOMENTS, the soft keys of “A Lil Nothin’” uplift his smooth delivery over a midtempo
beat. A dreamy bilingual ballad, “Ella” pairs a Latin beat with Spanish lyrics, while acoustic guitar echoes
throughout “Tipo E’ Amor.” Check out the full tracklisting below.

D. Muñoz quietly emerged from Bayonne, NJ to national prominence in 2017. Raised by a single mom,
the Colombian and Dominican singer posted an original rap on Instagram that set off initial buzz in 2016.
He stormed on to the iTunes R&B/Soul Chart with his independent EP, Until Next Time, taking the #7
spot. “Love Me” put up over 1 million Spotify streams and 4.6 million YouTube views as “Ten Toes
Down” exploded to the tune of 7.1 million Spotify streams.
TRACKLISTING
1. Drink
2. A Lil Nothin’
3. Comfort
4. Typa Luv
5. Ella
6. Tipo E’ Amor
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